
The church website is: www.dapto.church

 

To access the church website you will need a device (computer,

phone or tablet) that has a connection to the internet. 

 

1. To get onto the internet on your device you will need to open your

Internet Browser. The most common browsers are:

 

2. Click on your internet browser to open it.

3. Once the browser is open, take time to find the "address bar". It is

located at the top and looks similar to this:
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4. In the address bar type the DAC website: www.dapto.church and

press enter.



6. Use the scroll bar on the right side of the screen to "scroll" (move

down) the page.

 

5. The webpage will open and it should look similar to the picture

below.
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7. You should see our "New Here?" section and underneath that is the

latest Blog Post. The Blog post is the section that we post the weekly

Bulletin front page and link the Bulletin for download. It should

contain the latest news. To read more, click on it.

 



8. The blog post will open and you will be able to read it (scroll down

as you go). At the bottom you will find the "link" to the Bulletin if you

would like to download it. You should see the phrase "Download this

week's bulletin here".  Click on the word "here" and the bulletin

should download for you. (The underline  means there is a file

attached or that another web page is attached).
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9. Below this (if you keep scrolling down) there are "links" to the past

three weeks of Blog Posts and Bulletins (the three pictures and titles)

as well as a link to all past Blog Posts and Bulletins, click "See All".
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10. If you would like to go back to any previous page use the "back"

button

11. If you would like to go back to the "Home Page" (the first page you

were on) click "HOME" in the options at the top of the page.

12. The other links at the tops of the page will take you to other useful

places. Take your time to have a look around and remember you can

always press "HOME" to go back to the start.


